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SUMMARY 

In this report is documented the methods used in a long range trans 

port model, constructed to simulate atmospheric transport into the 

Arctic. The model uses isentropic surfaces as coordinate surfaces, 

consists of three or more layers chosen optionally, and applies a grid 

with spatially fixed points (eulerian). The horizontal and vertical 

transport is computed by an antidiffusively corrected, upwind scheme. 

Linear oxidation of sulphur dioxide to particulate sulphate is in 

cluded, with reaction rate depending on latitude and season. Further 

more, vertical, turbulent diffusion including dry deposition, is taken 

into account, and the dry deposition of sulphur dioxide is assumed 

smaller on snow and ice than elsewhere. Precipitation scavenging is 

taken into account in a three-dimensional manner. Finally, the emis 

sions are assumed mixed vertically depending on local stability. The 

model includes a meteorological "preprocessor" which estimates heating 

and precipitation from analyses of wind, massfield and humidity. 
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A MODEL FOR LONG RANGE TRANSPORT OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND PARTICULATE 
SULPHATE IN THE ATMOSPHERE - A TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The OECD programme on long range transport of air pollutants conducted 

by the Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU), contributed with 

one of the first calculated estimates of long range transported 

sulphur dioxide and particulate sulphate on a daily basis (OECD, 

1979). This model was of the Lagrangian type, in which horizontal 

finite differences are not used when calculating the horizontal tran 

sport (Eliassen and Saltbones, 1975). Thus computational diffusion was 

avoided. On the other hand, the accuracy of the transport depended on 

the estimation of air parcel trajectories which accumulates the error. 

Furthermore, the method is applicable in practice only in models with 

one layer in the vertical. If the aim is to model deep tropospheric 

dispersion and processes influencing concentrations, several layers in 

the vertical must be used. Examples of eulerian models (with fixed 

grid points) which apply schemes for the horizontal transport with 

reduced computational dispersion, are several. One example is the 

pseudospectral method (Fox and Orzag, 1973; Christensen and Prahm, 

1976), which when used together with a three- level time-integration 

scheme, totally removes artificial diffusion. 

The present model was made for the purpose of studying the long range 

transport to the Arctic. Arctic air pollution of anthropogenic origins 

has been documented during recent years (AGASP, 1984; Arctic Air 

Chemistry, 1985) both on the ground and in the high troposphere. As a 

consequence, the model has been made with several (at least three) 

layers, and an Eulerian scheme is applied. As vertical coordinate, 

entropy (as measured by the potential temperature) is used in stead of 

height. The reason for this is that the change of entropy for the 

individual air parcels is a very slow process in large scale atmo 

spheric flows. It is mainly in precipitation areas that the heating is 

of particular importance. By choosing isentropic coordinate surfaces 

the vertical advection is much smaller than when using horizontal sur 

faces. 
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In addition, the isentropic surfaces nonnally fonn small inclination 

angles with discontinuity-surfaces (fronts) in the troposphere. 

Gradients along isentropic surfaces will therefore often be much 

smaller than gradients along horizontal surfaces, and in consequence 

also the errors in computing the horizontal transport will be reduced. 

This report is a documentation of the methods used for the model, and 

no results are shown. The model programme has been written in standard 

FORTRAN 77 for application on a ND-560 ex computer. This version of 

the model uses input of hemispheric meteorological analyses from 

National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA. The model coding has 

been written in a way that makes changes feasible. 

2 BASIC EQUATIONS 

The purpose of the model is to calculate the concentrations of sulphur 

dioxide and particulate sulphate. To simulate the detailed chemistry 

of oxidation of sulphur dioxide would require knowledge of a large 

amount of species as well as the microphysics of clouds (e.g. Rohde 

and Isaksen, 1980; Bøhler and Isaksen, 1984). Such a complicated 

three-dimensional model is not possible with the presently available 

computer equipment at NILU (ND 560-CX). As a consequence, the sulphur 

chemistry is treated in a simplified way, by a linear process (OECD, 

1979; Eliassen and Saltbones, 1983) and two differential equations for 

the two concentrations are arrived at. 

As advocated in the introduction, isentropic surfaces will be used as 

coordinate surfaces in the model (i.e. entropy, or a parameter which 

is a monotonic function of entropy, is the vertical coordinate). The 

governing equations can be written. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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The following symboles are used: 

Independent variables; 

X, y 
e 

t 

horizontal cartesian coordinates, 

potential temperature (entropy~ loge). By definition 
R/c 

e = T(pr/p) P, where Tis absolute temperature, pis pressure, 

Pr= 1000 hPa, R= 287 J/kg Kand cp= 1004 J/kg K, 

time, 

Dependent variables 

q 

s 

-+ 
V 

concentration (mass per volume) of sulphur dioxide measured as 

mass of sulphur per volume, 

concentration of particulate sulphate measured as mass of sulphur 

per volume, 

horizontal wind velocity, 

U, V 

• e 

[ ]E 

[ ] s 
Q 

s 
k 
C 

-+ x and y compontents of v, 

diabatic heating (vertical velocity in a-coordinates), 

indicates effects of turbulent (eddy) diffusion, 

indicates effects of precipitation scavenging, 

emission intensity of sulphur dioxide, 

emission intensity of particulate sulphate, 

rate of transformation from sulphur dioxide to particulate 

sulphate, 

Differentiation symbols; 

Subscript x, y, 

e ort 

'iJ 

partial derivative with respect to x, y, e ort, 

horizontal gradient operator ('il= i() + j() , where i and j 
X y 

are unit vectors in the x- and y-directions respectively. 

The boundary conditions are 

q = qAMB ands= sAMB (2.3) 

at the "top" of the atmosphere e = eT, where eT is a sufficiently high 

value of e, above the uppermost layer in the model. The subscript 
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"AMB" signifies ambient air concentrations (~0). At the lateral boun 

daries a similar procedure is used by applying(2.3) at an extra grid 

line on the outside of the integration domain. At outflow, the concen 

trations are thus permitted to smoothly move out of the domain, while 

at inflow the ambient air concentrations are advected into the region. 

The lower boundary conditions are supposed to apply at the top of the 

surface boundary layer. This surface is assumed to be impenetrable by 

large scale atmospheric transport. Turbulent diffusion is the only 

process causing air transport through it. Consequently, the diffe 

rential equations for the concentrations at the top of the surface 

boundary layer can be written: 

-+ 
st= - V • (vs) - [s t]E - [s t]S + S + k q, s s s s s cs 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where subscripts signifies values at the top of the surface boundary 

layer where a= a (x, y, t). s 

2.1 EMISSIONS 

Emission surveys for sulphur dioxide has been worked out for a major 

part of the northern hemisphere (Semb, 1985). The estimated emission 

is given in terms of emitted sulphur per year and grid square in a 

cartesian grid system on a polar-stereographic projection of the 

sphere, which has a true scale factor at 60°N. The source intensity 

within a grid square is supposed to be evenly distributed in the hori 

zontal, and decreases with height above the ground. The local mixing 

height determines the source intensity distribution in the vertical. 

Let I denote the emission intensity (mass of sulphur per time) inside 

a grid square. A part a is assumed to be deposited locally within the 

grid square, and thus is not contributing to long range transport. A 

part ~ is assumed to be emitted directly as sulphate (or transformed 

to sulphate within the grid square), while the remaining is emitted to 

so. 
2 
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If A denotes the grid square area and z the local mixing height, the m 
rate of change of the concentrations due to emissions are 

Q = ( 1 - a - (5) I . W( Z) z .A m 
(2.6) 

s = (5 • I 
z .A . 
m 

W(z) 

where W(z) is a normalized weight function of height above the ground. 

The chosen function is 

W(z) = ___f5 
~/2 

1/n 
[(1-z/z) m 

; z>2z m 

+ 1] 
(2.7) 

· O<z<2z , m 

with n = 25 (see Figure 2.1). To compute the contribution from local 

2--------.-------- 

0 0.5 w 
Figure 2.1: The weight function W for the vertical distribution of 

source strength. 

emissions to the concentration in an isentropic surface, the height of 

the surface above ground has to be known. Since W(O) = 1, then 

I 
QS = (l - Cl - (5) Z A 

m 
and I 

(5 z A. 
m 
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The grid square area is 

A= (d/m)2 (2.8) 

where dis the mesh size at 60°N and mis the map factor 

m = (1 + sin B )/(1 + sin B) 
0 

(2.9) 

where B = 60° and Bis the latitude. 
0 

2.2 æEMISTRY 

As seen from the governing equations, the sulphur chemistry is treated 

in a simplified manner by linear terms. The oxidation factor k is 
C 

assumed to depend on received sunlight. Hence, it is made dependent of 

the latitude, with coefficients varying with the season of the year: 

(2.10) 

where r is a point's distance from the north pole in map coordinates 

and Ris the corresponding distance between the equator and the north 

pole. The values of k kv and k 1 can be chosen to vary with sea- c,e c,po e 
son. It seems reasonable to assume that the seasonal variation at the 

pole is more significant than at the equator. 

2.3 PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING 

In the real atmosphere, precipitation scavenging of SO and sulphate 
2 

involves a complicate system of physico-chemical processes on the 

micro-scale. As for the gas-phase oxidation process, a simplified 

treatment is used in the present model. 

If c denotes either q ors and F is the downward flux density of c w 
due to precipitation scavenging, then 
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(2.11) 

The present scheme distinguishes between "rainout" and "washout". In 

layers where precipition is created, there is a possibility to use a 

scavenging efficiency different from the one used in layers where the 

precipitation is falling passively. This is especially important for 

sulphate, since sulphate particles are hygroscopic and thus are active 

cloud-physical elements. 

Let P(z) denote the flux density of precipitation mass that falls 

through any level z in the atmosphere (mass of HO per horizontal area 
2 

and time). If dP/dz < 0 at a level z, it is assumed that this level is 

inside a precipitating cloud. If dP/dz = O and P > 0, precipitation is 

falling through the atmosphere (see Figure 2.2). 

Knowledge of the air concentration cand the precipitation intensity 

P, is not sufficient to calculate the flux density F. A relation be w 
tween the concentration in air cand concentration in precipitation c w 
is therefore assumed. The air concentration is assumed to influence 

the vertical gradient of c by w 

de w -- - - µc dz - (2.12) 

where µ is called the scavenging efficiency. This factor should para 

meterize all the physico-chemical processes involved, and the follow 

ing rather crude estimate is applied. 

w µ = - h (2.13) 

where W is the scavenging ratio (e.g. Barrie, 1981) and his a mean 

effective scavenging depth. This corresponds to the method used by El 

iassen and Saltbones (1983) in their "experimental model". 
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A 

z------ C p 

Figure 2.2: Precipitation scavenging. C = cloudy air, A= unsaturated 
air. The downward flux density of sulphur F is shown for 
a choice of air concentration cand precipi~ation 
intensity P. 

Let subscript 

precipitating 

tribution to 

A denote unsaturated air and C cloud-air. Supposing a 

cloud in the layer [8s, H.r] (see Figure 2.2), the con 

the flux density Fw at a level z from the precipitation 

produced in the cloud is: 

0 . z~H.r I 

~(z) 1 HT H 
= 

hQW 
w I (-c)61': J T ( dP / dl: ) 61': . H.r>z~8s . I w C z z 

HT 
+ WA f3(-c)61':] 7'r ( dP /dl: )61': [W J ( -c )61': . z<8s I 

C 8s z 8s 

(2.14) 

Here Qw is the density of the precipitating matter, and the super 

script k indicates that this is the contribution from a cloud no.kin 

the total column. Hence the total flux density at level z is: 

K 
F (z) = I: ~(z) 
w k=l w 

(2.15) 

where Kis the number of cloud layers above the level z. The wet depo 

sition rate per unit area to the ground is then 
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D = F (0) wet w (2.16) 

2.4 VERTICAL TURBULENT DIFFUSION 

The isentropic surfaces are in general only penneable by air parcels 

which are loosing or gaining internal energy through diabatic heating. 

However, since the meteorological infonnation for this model is on a 

very large scale, there may be transport through these surfaces due to 

small scale motion. This is especially important in the planetary 

boundary layer, and when there is low static stability. 

If c denotes either q ors, then 

-[ct]E = F /z = F 8 8 Z 
(2.17) 

where Fis the turbulent flux density. The quantity is approximated by 

· z>H , s 
F = (2.18) 

• z<H , - s 

where K is the exchange coefficient, vd is the dry deposition speed 

and H is the height of the turbulent surface layer. The flux density s 
F = vd c is constant in the surface layer. 

Nonnally, the value of vd is given for a height close the ground, e.g. 

z = 1 m. However, we do not know the corresponding concentration from 

the governing equations. Egs. ( 2. 4) and ( 2. 5 ) gi ve cs which is 

supposed to be the concentration at z = Hs. The flux density in the 

surface may be written 

(2.19) 

where Si can be calculated from Monin-Obhukov theory by the use of the 

Louis (1979) - functions (see Ch. 4). The dry deposition speed at the 

top of the surface layer can then be written 

(2.20) 
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where the subscripts denotes values at top of the surface layer and 

the subscript G denotes· values at about 1 m. The concentration at 

z = 1 m, is 

(2.21) 

The vertical exchange coefficient above the surface layer is deter 

mined by the formula 

; Ri>Ri 
C 

K = cl - Ri/Ri )K ; O<Ri<Ri c max C . Ri<O max , 

where the Richardson number is 

(2.22) 

Ri = g_ oe/oz 
e 1av/az12 

(2.23) 

and the critical Richardsons number determines the initiation of tur 

bulence. The present choice is 

Ri = 1 
C 

(2.24) 

When using isentropic coordinate surfaces, it is a priori assumed that 

the atmosphere is stable. In the real atmosphere unstable layers may 

the boundary layer. The a priori assumption is 

calculating Ri, by letting the stability para- 

occur, especially in 

taken into account when 

meter be 

08 1 
(ez)min = oz z e 

(2.25) 

where z
8 

is 

and (e ) . z min 

computed in a straight forward manner in 
= 2· 10-3 Km-1• 

a-coordinates 

The maximum exchange coefficient K is made dependent on the verti- max 
cal discretization, and is exactly the value needed for total mixing 

over one timestep. 

The dry deposition rate per unit area is 

(2.26) 
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3 NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS 

3.1 THE GRID SYSTEM 

The governing equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) must be approxi 

mated in order to be solved numerically. To approximate derivatives 

the method of finite difference has been chosen. The equations are 

solved on a polar-stereographic map with map factor given by Eq. 

(2.9). The horizontal grid mesh consists of squares with sides of true 

length~ 300 km at B = 60°N. All variables are defined in common grid 
0 

points. The meridian L = 32°w is parallel to the grid lines in the 
0 

y-direction. Figure 3.1 shows the horizontal grid system applied for 

simulations so far. 

The vertical discretization is troublesome when using coordinate sur 

faces that may not exist in all grid points. The isentropic surfaces 

should be chosen so that at any place and time during the simulations, 

at least two of them exist in the real atlllosphere. Suppose that there 

has been chosen a set of L isentropic surfaces in addition to the 

ground surface, in which the sulphur concentrations are to be com 

puted. Thus, in a point (x,y) c (being either q ors) is computed for 

e = e (x,y) and for ee {e , .•. , eM} where M < L. The lowermost 
S 1 

isentropic surface e is defined such that 
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Figure 3.1: An example of horizontal grid system on a polar stereogra 
phic map. 

and when M<L: (3.1) 

where the term£ = lK. Gridpoints where ee {eM+l' •.. , eL} are called 

extraordinary points (Eliassen and Hellevik, 1975). The isentropic 

surfaces must be chosen such that M > 2 for any (x,y). In computing 
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tenns involving differentiation with respect toe, a staggered verti 
cal grid is chosen, see Figure 3.2. 

Thus, 
I\ 
8\.+l/2 

I\ I\ e = e for '- = 1, ... , M, e = 20 
\. I\ \. 0 1 

= (e'- + ~\.+l)/2 for'-= O, ... ,M. 

I\ 
8M+l = 

I 
å0=2efe2 

0 c,z,u,v 

e 1/2 z,å,P - - - - 
1/2 

e, = e, 1 
-11- 

83/2 
1 1/2 - - - - _,,_ 

~2 = 92 2 -,,- 
. 

~M = 8M 
. 
M _,,--. 

9M+1/2 _M_+ l!Z _,,_ 
E\v1~85 (x,y) ,~L;Jm c,z,u,v,P 

9M+1 

• 

Figure 3.2: Sketch of infonnation levels in a point (x,y). 

3.2 THE HORIZONTAL TRANSPORT 

The main problem with Eulerian dispersion models is the computation of 

the horizontal transport. Several methods have been proposed in the 

litterature, and for the present model a method introduced by 

Smolarkiewicz (1983) is employed. 

The horizontal transport is the differential, horizontal flux of con 

centration: 
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2 - 2 [ct]H = - m v · (vc/m) = - m [ ( cu/m) + ( cv /m) ] 
X y (3.2) 

By applying the Marchuk splitting technique (Masinger and Arakawa, 

1976, p. 58) the x-component and y-component can be treated separa 

tely. Here, the treatment of the x-component is shown, they-component 

being treated analogously. Since the scheme is originally designed for 

a staggered grid where u is defined at gridpoints halfway between 

those where care defined, let 

(3.3) 

where i is gridpoint no. i in the x-direction, and nis the time level 

number. By defining 

2 t.t 
G(ci, ci+l' u) = mi 2d [(u+lul )ei+ (u-lul)ci+l], 

a standard upwind approximation to the x-component is 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where w1 is the first approximation to cn+l due to the x-component. 

The timestep length is t.t. The upwind scheme has the favourable pro 

perty of being positive definit; if all c. are positive at one time- 
1 

level, then their upwind approximation for the next timelevel are also 

positive. Hence no spurious wavelike solutions are created. On the 

other hand, the upwind scheme implicitly introduces a horizontal dif 

fusion which is intolerably large. The new method introduced by 

Smolarkiewicz (1983) reverses the effect of the implied computational 

diffusion by defining an antidiffusive wind velocity for e.g. (3.5) 

The procedure may be repeated a number of iterations. Thus define 

~V 
ui+l/2 = 

~v-1 2 v-1 
(ui+l/2) ] • (wi+l 

v-1 - w. ) 
l.. 

v-1 
(wi 

v-1 + w. l + !;) d J..+ 

(3.6) 
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~l n 
for v = 2, 3, ... and ui+l/2 = ui+l/2. The tenn~ is to assure a 

-1~ zero denominator;~= 10 . Then approximation no.vis 
non- 

V w. 
1 

v-1 
= wi 

v-1 v-1 ~v v-1 
[G(wi 'wi+l' ui+l/2) - G(wi-1' 

v-1 w. 
1 

(3.7) 

for v = 2, 3, .... 

In simultations perfonned so far, five iterations are performed, i.e. 

[ n+l] 
ei HX (3.8) 

where HX signifies the x-component of the horizontal transport. Figure 

3.3 shows results for one-dimensional tests with different number of 

iterations. 

The stability requirement for the total scheme is the same as for the 

pure upwind scheme: 

max 

n 
{ 

lui+l/21 ~t} 
d i 1 (3.9) 

By combining with they-component by the Marchuk splitting method, a 

sufficient stability requirement is 

(3.10) 

If the x- and y-components are stable separately, then the combination 

is stable. 

The horizontal flux can be written 

2 -+ 2 -+ -+ 
m V • (vc/m) = m eV . (v/m) +mv. Ve. (3.11) 

It is thus seen that the tenn consists of two effects; divergence and 

advection. In general, large scale atmospheric flows divergence are at 

least one order of magnitude smaller than advection. Since the diver 

gence is very difficult to analyse correctly from observations of 

wind, the possibility to discard the divergence tenn and only compute 

the advection has been included as an option. The first step in the 

iteration procedure, the upwind scheme, is then changed from (3.5) to 
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL ADVECTION TEST 

UJ 100. 
a :::, 
I- 
_J 80. 
a. 
I: 
< so. 

10. 

20. 

o. 

UJ 100 ........ __.__.....__._-----1 _ _.__~-.____._-lc-....._r'-__. _ _.__~_.____.___.__...__-+- 
Q COURANT NUMBER• 0.10 
; TIMESTEP NO, • 200 

.J 80. 
a. 
I: < so. 

20. 

.J 80. 
a. 
I: < 

COURANT NUMBER• 0,05 
TIMESTEP NO, • 100 

5 10 15 20 
GRIO VALUES 

so. 

10. 

20. 

5 10 1s 20 
GRIO VALUES 

UJ 100 ........ __.__..___._---'--'--~-.____._-lc_....._r'-__._~~-~__._-----,... 
o COURANT NUMBER• 0.50 
~ TlMESTEP ND. • 10 

~------------------ 

5 10 1s 20 
GRIO VALUES 

Figure 3.3: Examples of application of horizontal transport scheme 
with constant wind U in one dimension. The Courant 
number = Ut1t/t1x (åt= timestep length, tix = grid resolu 
tion) was assumed three different values. The diagrams 
show analytical solution (AS), and results from scheme 
with 0,1,2 and 5 iterations with antidiffusive correc 
tions. 
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1 n t.t n I ni n n n I ni n n w. = C . - ~2d [ ( u . + U. ) ( C . - C . l ) + ( u. - u . ) ( C . +l - C . ) ] 
i i i i i i- i i i i 

(3.12) 

The corrective steps are made as before, eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). 

3.3 THE VERTICAL TRANSPORT 

The vertical transport through the isentropic surfaces is due to 

diabatic heating/cooling of air parcels. The vertical "velocity" is 

denoted bye which is the rate of change of potential temperature for 

individual air parcels. The vertical flux term is 

[c ] = - ( åc) t V 8 
(3.13) 

The method by Smolarkiewicz (1983) is applied also to compute this 

term. Following the notation of Figure 3.2, define 

t.01..-1/2 
and 

t.e 1.. 

A 
= e1.-l 

1, ... , M (3.14) 

The method is then for 1.. = 1, ... , M and v = 1, 2, 

V w 1.. 
v-1 t.t 

= w'- - 2t.e 
1.. 

- - - .v 
1
.v I v-1 •V 

[(81..+l/2 + 81..+l/2) w'- + (81..+l/2 
- V V-1 

lå1..+1;2 I) w1..-l 

- - - - v v v-1 v v v-1 
- <01..+l/2 + lå1..+1;2I) w1..-l - (å1..+1/2 - lå1..+1;2I) w'- ], (3.15) 

where for 1.. = 0, .•. ,Mand v = 2, 3, ... 

- •V 
81..+l/2 (3.16) 

o n ~v=l .n 
Initial conditions are w'- = c'- and 01..+l/Z = - 01..+l/Z (the minus sign 
is necessary since 1.. increases in the opposite direction thane). Also 

here, five iterations are run so that 

6 
= w 1.. (3.17) 
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The stability requirement is 

lå~+1;2lt.t 
max { t.e } i 1, 

1. 
(3.18) 

which nonnally is a much weaker condition than (3.10). 

3.4 PHYSICAL AND æEMICAL TERMS 

The source tenns Q and Sin the governing equations are calculated in 

a straightforward manner from (2.6) at the levels where the concentra 

tions care computed: 

and 

I S = (3 -A W(z ) 1. z 1. m 

1. = 1, ... , M+l (3.19) 

The calculation of the oxidation factor k is done by (2.10) where r 
C 

and Rare measured with the grid constant d as unit. The grid shown in 

Figure 3.1 has by definition R = 39.5 and for a gridpoint (i,j), 

r .. 
l., J 

= [(i-i )2 + (j-j )2]1/2 p p (3.20) 

where (ip, jp) is the coordinate of the north pole, which for the 

actual grid is (ip, jp) = (23,21). 

The numerical calculation of the precipitation scavenging is somewhat 

more laborious. The precipitation intensity is known at half-integer 

levels and at the surface: 

P1.+l/2 = P(z1.+l/2); 1. = 0, ••• , M, M+l/2, (3.21) 

and flux densities of c, F, and the concentrations in precipitation w 
are computed at the same levels. Firstly, the potential wet concentra- 

tion is computed with scavenging ration WA and WC repectively. With 

the potential wet concentrations is meant what the concentration in 
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precipitation would have been if there were precipitation in the total 

column. From eqs. (2.12) - (2.13) two sequences may then be computed: 

for 1.. = 1, 2, ... , M+l; (3.22) 

where by convention zM+3/2 = zM+l = 0. A similar formula 
is achieved by substituting the subscript A with C 

Secondly, the flux densities F are computed. Suppose that there at w 
level k is released a precipitation amount 6Pk = Pk+l/2 - Pk-l/2, 

for c C W, 
in ( 3. 22). 

where k ~ 1.., see Figure 3.4. The contribution to the flux density 

Fw(z1..+l/2) from the pollution scavenged by 6Pk, is: 

~( Z ) - l [C ( Z ) C ( Z ) w 1..+1/2 - Qw w,C k+l/2 - w,C k-1/2 

(3.23) 

for 1.. = 1, ••• , M+l and 1 i k i 1.. 

The total flux density at level 1..+1/2 is then by eq. (2.15): 

1.. 
= I: 
k=l 

It is assumed that 

1.. = 1, 2, ..• , M+l (3.24) 

(3.25) 

The pollution removed from the level 1.. is finally computed by discre 

tizing (2.11): 

The wet deposition per unit area over the timestep 6t is 

(3.27) 
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p 

k-1/2 wc cj k+ 1/2 z 
..I 6~ , 6.Cw w . ,c 
> w WA ..I 

l + 1/2 
: 6.CW,,A: 

, 
cw (") (") (") (") 

-~ -~ -~ -~ 
J> - (") l>..-.. (")- - - A° A° ::i-- ♦ + !... I _. - ..... - - N - N N ..._,, ~ ._, ._, 

Figure 3.4: Contribution to the flux density of pollutant in precipi 
tation at level ~+1/2 fr~m precipitation released at level 
k. The contribution is F (~+1/2) = (6.c + 6.c )6.Pk/Q • 

w w,C w,A w 

The flux densities of pollution due to vertical, turbulent diffusion, 

F, is computed at the same levels as the wet flux densities F. At w 
level M+l, which is assumed to be at the top of the surface layer, we 

have; 

F(zM+l) = vds (3.28) 

where veis is given by eg. (2.20). At levels above, eg. (2.22) is app 

lied. The maximum exchange coefficient is assumed to lead to total 

mixing between adjacent layers over one timestep 6.t. Consequently 

z e 
= ~t 

6.e ~ 
6.e + 6.e 1 ~ ~+ 

(3.23) 

~ - 1, 2, ••• , M. 

By convention, 

directly from 

A A 
6.eM+l = e M+l/2- eM+l· The stability z8 is given 

the meteorological data (see next chapter) in the same 
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levels as Fare computed. Having estimated K , the actual exchange max 
coefficient Kis computed by (2.22). The Richardson's number is 

Ri(z,_+l/2) = g: 
A 
e 1.+1/2 

. ,_ = 1, M , ... , 

[.!. - (0 )min] · z z e 

(3.30) 

where gis the acceleration of gravity, g 

is then 

-2 = 9.8 ms The flux density 

[

Q C - C 
F(z,_+1/2) = K(z ) · ,_ 1.+l 

1.+1/2 ~e,.+l/2 
for 1. = 0, ... , M (3.31) 

and finally the removed pollution is computed by discretizing (2.17): 

1, ... , M+ 1 ( 3. 32) 

where once again by convention zM+3/2 = zM+l = 0. 

The dry deposition per unit area over the timestep ~tis 

~t . V . C 
ds s (3.33) 

3.5 THE TIME-STEPPING PROCEDURE 

The terms on the right hand side of the governing equations are 

separated into groups. The time-stepping is performed by integrating 

each group separately and combine them by the Marchuk splitting 

method. Let 

HX(c) = - (uc) 
X 

HY(c) = - (uc) 
• y 

V(c) = (ec) e 
PH(c) = - [ct]E - [ct]S + C + kc 

(3.34) 

where 

and k 

c is either q or c, C is either Q or Sand k = - k for c = q 
C 

= k for c = s. The time-stepping is then performed as follows, 
C 
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w1 n + t:.t HX(cn) = C 

w2 = w1 + t:.t HY(w1 ) (3.35) 
w3 = w2 + t:.t V(vf) 
n+l w3 + t:.t PH(w3) C = 

3.6 COORDINATE SURFACES INTERSECTING THE GROUND 

When computing the horizontal transport tenns in an isentropic surface 

e as described in section 3.2, it may happen that neighbour grid ,._ 

points may not exist. For example, while e. . > e (x. ,yj) the neigh- 1.,J, 1.. - s l. 

bour point may have e. 1 . < e (x.+l y.), see Fig. 3.5. The values 
l.+ ,J,L S l. , J 

of cand vin the point (i+l,j,L) than have no physical meaning. How- 

ever, to be able to use the formulaes (3.5)-(3.8), the function in the 

non-existing neighbour point must be given a reasonable value, in 

order to estimate the horizontal transport in (i,j,L). Following the 

idea of Eliassen and Hellevik (1975), values in extraordinary points 

as defined by eg. (3.1) are rejected. Since the vertical gradients of 

wind and conc~ntrations in the lower, planetary boundary layer usually 

are small, values in extraordinary points are put equal to surface 

values u, v and c. The horizontal transport may thus be approxi- s s s 
mated, though this include some wasted time to compute fictious values 

in subterrain points. 

i +1 gridpoints 

Figure 3.5: The intersection e = e • e = e (i) defines a point in the 
aunosphere while eL(i+l' does n5t exist. 

L 
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4 METEOROLOGICAL DATA 

- As seen in chapter 3, infonnation about horizontal wind v = (u,v), 
• geopotential height z, diabatic heating e and precipitation flux 

density P must be known at any time and in any isentropic surface 

(e = constant) in the atmosphere. In addition, the surface potential 

temperature es (x,y), surface values of z, u, vand P, the surface 

layer bulk aerodynamic diffusion coefficient CH and the local mixing 

height z have to be known at any time. m 

- Analyses of z, vand relative humidity Rh for the northern hemisphere 

have been obtained from the US National Center for Atmospheric 

Research (NCAR). The variables are given in standard pressure levels 

1000 hPa, 850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 hPa and 300 hPa ( according to the 

recommendation of WM0, hPa is used as unit for pressure, 1 hPa = 1 mb) 

in a longitude-latitude grid with mesh size 2~5 degrees. The analyses 

have been made at main synoptic hours, 0000 and 1200 GMT. The wind 

components are the longitudinal~ (positive towards the east) and the 

latitudinal~ (positive towards the north). 

INPUT 
geographical grid 

OUTPUT 
cartesian grid 

k Pl hPo 

1/2 2QQ_ - 8,Z8 
z,u8 ,uL,Rh 300 8,u,v,8,P 

11/2 _4..0Q.. - -··- 

- .. - __._--Ii---=-'~- 

- 

- .. - 
-,, _ _ ,, _ 
_ ,,_ 
-.,- 

- .. - 
8,CH,ZM 

Figure 4.1: Infonnation surfaces on input to meteorological model 
(NCAR-data) and on output. 

surface 

To be able to calculate the data as sketched on the output side in 

Figure 3.2 at any time-level, a diagnostic meteorological model is 
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applied evecy twelve hours. The output from this diagnostic model must 

be fields in pressure levels and on the ground surface, which may be 

interpolated in time and used to compute the variables at isentropic 

surfaces. As seen from Figure 4.1 these data are the surface functions 

~q1 and zm; in main pressure surfaces e, u, v, å and P; and in 

secondary pressure surfaces e and z
0
• These variables are to be given 

in the grid points of the Cartesian grid on the polar stereographic 

map. 

4.1 WIND AND MASSFIELD 

The transformation from geographical coordinates (L, B) to Cartesian 

coordinates (x, y), requires two operations. The scalar fields must be 
interpolated from gridpoints in the geographical grid to gridpoints 

(i, j) in the Cartesian grid, and the longitudinal and latitudinal 

wind components must be projected onto the Cartesian axes. 

A Cartesian grid on a polar-stereograhic map is uniquely defined by 

the latitude of t:rue scale B
0
, the grid-parallel longitude L

0
, the 

pole-to-equator distance R measured in grid units, and the coordinates 

of the north pole ( ip, j P) • The grid shown on Figure 3 .1 has 
B
0 

= 60°, L
0 

= -32°, R = 39.5 and (ip, jp) = (23,21). 

-- - - 

Figure 4.2: Transformation from geographical coordinates (L,B) with 
unit vectors ( eL, eB) , to Cartesian coordinates ( i, j ) with 
unit vectors (i, j ) . The meridian L coincides with 
cartesian coordinate i . B is the latittde of t:rue scale 
of the map projection.P 0 
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The first step in the.interpolation procedure is to compute the lati 

tude B .. and longitude L .. in each gridpoint (i,j), se Figure 4.2. 
1,J 1,J 

If the scalar his given in geographical gridpoints with mesh size 6B 

and 6L, the one which has B i B. . and B + 6B > B. . is found, W and 
1,J 1,J 

similar for L. Then by linear interpolation, 

h .. = {(B+6B-B .. ) · [(L+6L-L .. ) · h(B,L) + (L .. -L) · h(B,L+6L)] 
1,J 1,J 1,J 1,J 

+ (B .. -B) [(L+6L-L .. ) · h(B+6B,L) 
1,J 1,J 

+ (L .. -L) 
1,J 

h(B+6B,L+6L)]}/6L6B (4.1) 

The values B .. and L .. are given by 
i, J i, J 

sin B .. 
1,J 

2 2 2 2 = ( R -r. . ) / ( R +r. . ) 
i, J i, J (4.2) 

where r~ . = ( i - ip ) 2 + ( j - j P ) 2 , and 
i, J 

sin 

and 

cos 

(L .. -L) = 
1,J 0 

(i - ip)/r .. 
1,J 

(4.3) 

(L .. -L ) = (jp -j)/r .. 
1,J O i,J 

The calculation of (u,v) from (uL,~) is performed by rotating the 

unit vectors an angle L -L. The wind components are consequently 
0 

u = UL cos (L-Lo) - ~ sin (L-Lo) 

and 

V= UL sin (L-Lo) +~cos (L-Lo) 

(4.4) 

The variables zk, ¾ and vk are thus calculated fork= 1, ••. 5. 

The equation of state for dry air is p = QRT where Q is the density 

R = 287 J/K kg is the gas constant for dry air and Tis the tempera- 

ture. 

bution 

where 

In large 

may be 

g = 9.8 

scale atmospheric flows, the vertical pressure distri 

assumed to follow the hydrostatic equation Qgzp = -1 

m/s2• By applying the equation of state, an equation 

for temperature is achieved; T = - pgz /R, which may be discretized: p 
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Tk+l/2 = .9: 
R k=l, ••• ,4. (4.5) 

At integer levels, Tis computed by linear interpolation with respect 

to the logarithm of pressure: 

; k = 2, 3, 4 ( 4. 6) 

Above 400 hPa the temperature is assumed to vary linearly with 

pressure: 

1/2, 1 (4.7) 

The estimation of T at 1000 hPa is more complicated. Firstly, the 

horizontally averaged Tat 850 and 925 hPa is computed: 

I J 
[ [ 

i=l j=l 
T .. k 1,J, ; k = 4, 9/2. (4.8) 

Secondly, it is assumed that the vertical gradient in T between 925 
and 1000 hPa is 

T = p (4.9) 

where [Tp ]AD is the dry adiabatic gradient and o is the supposed 

deviation from it. Here, we have estimated 

The deviation 8 is put equal to the deviation from the dry adiabatic 

gradient between 925 and 850 hPa plus 3 10-2 K/hPa. Having estimated 

Tp, the averaged temperature at level k = 5 is 
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To detennine the temperature in actual grid points, the deviation from 

Tat each level is assumed to vary linearly with the logarithm top: 

ln(p4/P9;2) (4.10) 

In order to compute the potential temperature e, one could use the 

well known definition e = T(p
5
/pk)R/cp directly. In practice, however, 

the calculation of Tk does not guarantee a stable atmosphere, and then 

e is not a singlevalued function of pressure. Therefore, the stability 

parameter Sis chosen, as defined by 

oT 
o ( lnp)] (4.11) 

To compute e, the more known fonnula S = - e /Qe is integrated. By p 
definition the Exner function Il is: 

(4.12) 

where pr= 1000 hPa. Since cpT = en, one may write 

C 
e = - ....E. pS/Il p R (4.13) 

The stability of the atmosphere may be controlled by the parameter S. 

This must be done in order to conserve the mean temperature of the 

atmosphere. 

The procedure runs as follows. The stability parameter is computed 

8k+l/2 
R = 2 

Pk+l/2 

and 

81;2 
R2 

Tl/2 = 2 
cppl/2 

1, 2, 3, 4 

(4.14) 
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where the temperature is assumed constant above 300 hPa. The estimated 

stability is corrected by 

~k = max {Sk, S . k) min, (4.15) 

where Smin is given by Table 4.1. Having computed ~k' 

estimates of the potential temperature is given by 

preliminary 

* * cp Pk+l/2 ~ 
ek = 8k+l +- (pk-pk+l); k = 1,2,3,4 R nk+l/2 k+l/2 

and (4.16) 

* 05 = T5 

Table 4.1: The minimum permitted value of the stability parameter S 

k P(hPa) S . ( 10- 6 m4 s2 kg- 2 ) min 

1/2 200 3.0 

1 1/2 400 2.0 

2 1/2 600 1.2 

3 1/2 775 0.8 

4 1/2 925 0.5 

The final estimate of the potential temperature is 

;k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (4.17) 

The corrective adjustment ~T d' is determined by requiring the mean 
a J 

temperature of the atmosphere to be conserved; 

~Tadj = (4.18) 

and the potential temperature at integer levels are thus defined. 

The next parameter to determine is 

coordinates may be written 

z • e The hydrostatic equation in e- 
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z =-~II. e g e (4.19) 

Fork= 1, 2, 3 and 4 is approximated: 

(4.20) 

At 200 hPa (k=l/2) a relation between Il and the stability parameter S e 
is utilized 

(4.21) 

The potential temperature at half-integer levels is now determined by 

;k = 1, ... ,5 (4.22) 

and finally, 

k = 1/2, ... ,9/2 (4.23) 

4.2 THE SURFACE FUNCTIONS 

The input fields in pressure surfaces only implicitely take into 

account the ground surface topography, and that the lowermost pressure 

surfaces may be nonexistent in mountainous regions. The surfaces are 

supposed to be simply connected, and the wind and massfields includes 

the effects of the topography and the planetary boundary layer. 

Similarly, the dispersion model does not directly take the topography 

into account. However, it is taken into consideration through the 

meteorological fields. This approximation is justified by the fact 

that the major part of the sulphur emissions are found at low levels 

above the sea. The terrain height is thus put to zero. 

In the following section, the fields at 1000 hPa are taken to be 

valid at the transition between the surface layer and the planetary 

boundary layer. In computing CH, information about ground surface 

properties such as temperature TG, roughness z
0 

and boundary layer 
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height z is necessary. In Table 4.2 these properties are given for m 
different ground surface types. The simplified method for the determi- 

nation of ground surface temperature, may be generalized over land and 

sea-ice by introducing a diagnostic equation. However, several heuris 

tic approaches must be made. To introduce an equation for sea surface 

temperature would require a complex air/sea-interaction model. Clima 

tological values have been used instead (Pickard, 1970). The height of 

the surface layer is assumed to be 

H = 0.04 · z s m (4.24) 

Table 4.2: Ground surface properties 

T /surface layer 
Surface type G 

z
0
(m) z (min) (m) z (max) (m) stability 

m m 

-3 
Open sea 10 400 1000 T taken from sea- 

G 
sonal maps 

-3 0 
Icecov. sea 10 400 650 T ~ - 1 C/isoterm 

G 

-3 0 
Open, snowcov. land 10 400 650 T ~ 0 C/isoterm 

G 

-2 0 
Mount./forrest sn.cov.land 5.10 550 850 T ~ 2 Cl Halfway 

G 
between neutral 

and isoterm 

-3 
Open bare land 5.10 700 1000 Neutral stability 

-1 
Mount./forrest bare land 10 700 1000 Neutral stability 

The local mixing height z over open sea is set to z = z (max) when m m m 
T TG < - (40m) g/c. Otherwise over land, icecovered sea or s p 
open sea with T - T > - (40 m) g/c: s G p 

{ 
z (max) . Ri< 0 m I 

z = z (max) - [z (max)-z (min)] Ri/Ri . 0 < Ri < Ri m m m m o I 
0 

z (min) . Ri> Ri m I 0 
(4.25) 

lvs-v4I 2 
where Ri= s912;[ P -p ] , 

5 4 
Eq. (4.14) (uncorrected value). 

Ri 
0 

= 10 and is determined from 
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The bulk diffusion coefficient CH may be computed by the Louis (1979) 

formulaes, which are explicit versions of the Businger, universal 

functions (Businger et al., 1971). These lead to 

2 
= a FH (4.26) 

where 

1 
FH = 0.74 

The surface layer bulk Richarsons number is 

(4.27) 

where the ground surface potential temperature is estimated to 

P5+H /8 R/ 
=TG. ( p s ) cp 

5 
(4.28) 

where Hs is given in metres. Further, a= 0.35/ln(Hs/z
0
), b = 4.7 

and c = 5.3a2b (H /z )112. 
S 0 

The potential temperature 0 s at the top of the surface layer, is 

estimated to 

(4.29) 

where the corresponding Exner function is 

(4.30) 

4.3 DIABATIC HEATING AND PRECIPITATION 

So far we have enough information to estimate the value of a variable 

given in pressure surfaces at any isentropic surface with ee[e112,e5]. 

There are, however, two very important variables left to be 

determined: the heating å and the flux density of precipitation P. The 

heating function include three physical processes: 
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• e = • • • 8diff + 8lat + 8rad (4.31) 

where ediff is turbulent heat conduction in the bounda:ry layer, ålat 

is the release of latent heat due to condensation and å dis heating ra 
due to terrestrial, infrared radiation. The direct absorption of heat 

due to solar radiation is omitted, the main effect being included in 
• the term ediff as the sun heats the ground. The precipitation may be 

of three types also: 

P = p + p + p fog strat conv (4.32) 

where Pfog is fog generation near the ground, Pstrat is precipitation 
from stratiform clouds created by large scale condensation, and P conv 
is convective precipitation. The released latent heat ålat is also 

separated in accordance with (4.32). 

4.3.1 Boundary layer processes 

These processes include ådiff and Pfog· The eddy diffusion of poten 

tial temperature may be written 

• 8diff = (4.33) 

where F(e) is the eddy flux density of e through a constant pressure 

surface. It is positive when directed downwards (increasing p). Within 

the surface layer, 

(4.34) 

and above the surface layer 

F(e) = - gKe 
p (4.35) 

where K is the turbulent exchange coefficient in p-coordinates. Once 

again the approximations (2.22) are used to estimate K, but since the 

vertical coordinate is pressure, (3.29) cannot be used. However, the 

same technique is used, and hence fork= 1, 2, 3, 4: 
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(pk+l-pk)(pk+3/2-pk+l/2)(pk+l/2-pk-1/2) 

Pk+3/2 - pk-1/2 
(4.36) 

where by convention p1012 = p5 and åtadj is a supposed adjusbnent 

time, åt d' = 1800s. The critical Richardson number has been given 
a J 

the value Ri = 1/2, and the Richardson number is fork= 1, 2, 3, 4: 
C 

Rik+l/2 (4.37) 

where Sk+l/2 is the uncorrected stability parameter (4.14). Finally it 

is supposed that K
112 

= 0. Consequently it is now assumed that 

gK3/2 82- 81 

(P3;2-P1;2)" P2 - P1 

g 

; k=l 

Pk+l/2-pk-1/2 

; k=5 

(4.38) 

where Q = 1.2923 kg m-3 is the assumed air surface density. The esti- o 
mated value of ådiff is never permitted to exceed 1 K.day-1 in abso- 

lute value. In practice, however, the turbulent heat conduction is 

rarely different from zero fork< 4. It has in general significant 

non-zero values fork= 5. 

The parameterization of fog is only active as long as the surface 
• fog 

layer is stable, i.e. åPfog = 0 and elat = 0 unless 

(4.39) 

It is assumed that the ground surface is wet, and hence the ground 

surface specific humidity equals the saturation specific humidity: 

(4.40) 
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This may overestimate the fog generation in dry areas on the earth. 

The specific humidity in the lowermost part of the atmosphere is taken 

as 

(4.41) 

Then, in order to create fog, it is required that 

(4.42) 

If this is the case, then fog is assumed to be generated on the time 

scale of 6tfog = 6 h. The rate of generation of liquid water may 

approximately be written 

1 t . (q5-a_)/(1 
6 fog \,7 

(4.43) 

where the Clausius-Clapeyron equation has been integrated from the 

state (q
5
,T

5
) to the state (q

5
-~.6tfog' T5+6T). The latent heat of 

condensation of water wapor is L = 2.5. 106 J/kg and the ratio 

between the gas-constants for dry air and water vaporise= 0.622. 

The fog generation is assumed to be evenly distributed between 925 and 

1000 hPa. Thus 

= rwo . 
pfog lo (4.44) 

; all other cases 

where åpfog 

The 

and 

values 

their 

= 75 hPa. The released latent heat is 

e• fog = L · a 
lat --W åpf /Il og 5 

(4.45) 

of Pfog and åi~ is ascribed to the 1000 hPa-level (k=5) 
• fog -1 maximum values are adjusted so that elat i lK day 

always. 

The saturation specific humidity for water vapor over a flat water 

surface is 
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qsat (T,p) = e · esat (T)/p (4.46) 

where esat 
surface at 

(T) is partial pressure of water vapor over a plane water 

saturation, which is tabulated in Smithsonian Meteoro- 

logical Tables (1966), tables 94 and 96. 

4.3.2 Convective precipitation 

The conditions producing convective precipitation are an unstable 

boundary layer where the turbulent heat flux density is directed up 

wards, a conditionally stable atmosphere aloft, and a net convergence 

of humidity into the region of conditional unstability. The present 

model is based upon the parameterization scheme originally proposed by 

Kuo (1965) and developed further by himself (Kuo, 1974) and Anthes 

( 1977). All cumulii clouds are supposed to have their base at 

at pbas = 925 hPa. In order to judge the conditional stability aloft, 

the moist adiabat starting from 850 hPa is estimated by the formula. 

T {p-6p) = T {p) - (T) · 6p (1+6p/2p) 
C C Cp 

(4.47) 

where Tc is the temperature at the adiabat, and its gradient is 

RT 
C' (1 + ~)/(1 

cpp c T p C 

EL +- c T p C 

Lqsat(Tc,p) 
RT ) 

C 
4.48) 

Consequently: 

and fork= 1, 2, 3, (Tc)k is computed by using (4.47) and 6p 

= Pk+l - pk. The top of the cumulii is supposed to exist at 

Ptop = Pk+l/2 (4.49) 

where level no.kis the lowest level where 

(4.50) 
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If (4.50) is not fulfilled for any k = 1, 2, 3, then Ptop = p112. The 

lowennost layer in the cloud is represented by the level k = 4 and "oas 
the uppennost by the level ktop= k+l so that Ptop = pk+l/2, see 
Figure 4.3. The conditions for initiation of cumulii generation are 

that 

Ri912 < 0.05 and ktop < ¾as (4.51) 

---k -1 top 
........... p 

top 

---k top 

sounding :\Tc(P) 

T(P) \ . 
---kbos -+-----......, 
••··•· .. •··Pbos p T 

Figure 4.3: The definition of base and top of a model cumulus cloud. 

If this is fulfilled, then the net convergence of specific humidity 

into the potential cloud region is computed according to Krishnarnurti 

et al., ( 1976): 

1 %as2 
- - I qm g 

Ptop 

- V · y 6p 
m (4.52) 

where the exchange cofficient Kis given by (2.22) and (4.36) and mis 

the map factor (2.9). In discretized fonn 

q5 - q 
M = K 4 
t 9/2 Ps - p4 

qk -1 - qk 
+ K top top 

-1< -1/2 ~ - ~ 
top top top-l 

(4.53) 
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Even if this influx of water vapor into the cloud region does not 

include pure advection, it is not correct physically to assume that 

all this water vapor contributes to cloud water. Some of it will nor 

mally also contribute to a general increase of the water vapor con 

tent. This was noted by Anthes (1977). 

The main problem with (4.53) is that it includes the total turbulent 

transport of water vapor from the boundary layer. If all this water 

vapor is transformed into cloud water, an unphysical decrease of the 

relative humidity in the boundary layer would be the result. There 

fore, the contribution to the generation of cloud water from the boun 

dary layer, is only the amount which exceeds what is necessary to keep 

the relative humidity in the boundary layer unchanged. The flux 

density needed to keep the relative humidity unchanged, is 

F(q) = c K(T -RT/pc )/L p p p (4.54) 

Now define 

max (4.55) 

The netto convergence of humidity into the cloud region, Mt, which 

contribute to the generation of cloud water, is given by (4.53) with 

the term K
912 

(q
5
-q

4
)/(p

5
-p

4
) replaced by ~F(q)_ If Mt as computed in 

in this manner is less than zero, there is no humidity to produce 

cloud water. In that case, Mt= 0. 

The total support of humidity needed to produce a cloud which fills 

up the whole grid volume between Pb and Pt is as op 

(4.56) 
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or discretized; 

C _ 1 ?as[ ((T) ) 
- g qsat C k'pk 

k=k top 

C 

- qk + r((Tc)k-Tk)](pk+l/2-pk-1/2). (4.57) 

The flux density of precipitation released in layer no.kis now for 

k=k tok=k. top -oas' 

r:\ 
(tiP ) - - conv k - C 

C fr, [(Tc)k-Tk] . (pk+l/2-pk-1/2) (4.58) 

and the released latent heat: 

Mt 
(• conv) 
8lat k = C (4.59) 

The released precipitation is never pennitted to exceed a value 
• -1 corresponding to a released latent heat of e =1 Kh • 

4.3.3 Stratifonn precipitation 

Large scale precipitation is released by frontal circulations and 

orographic lifting. The infonnation of such flows is presumed to be 
contained in the analysed wind field. This kind of precipitation is 

called stratifonn precipitation, since it may be present in an abso 

lutely stable atmosphere. It is not supposed to exist simultaneously 

with convective precipitation. If the conditions (4.51) are fulfilled, 

then the lowest layer of possible stratifonn precipitation is 

k = kt -1. Otherwise, all layers may be involved. op 

Even if the given relative humidity is smaller than one in a given 

grid point, stratifonn precipitation may exist (Sundqvist, 1981). The 

stratifonn cloudiness in a layer kis fork= 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, 

Rh. -Rh --l< c,k 2 
¾=(max {l-Rh ,0}) 

c,k 
(4.60) 
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Table 4.3: The critical relative humidity, Rh 
C 

k p(hPa) Rh 
C 

1 300 0.80 
2 500 0.80 
3 700 0.80 
4 850 0.80 
5 1000 0.92 

where the critical humidity Rhc is given in Table 4.3. In addition to 

have a non-zero cloudiness, the release of precipitation is also 

conditioned by rising air, i.e. air parcels must experience a decrea 

sing pressure. The individual rate of change of pressure, w, is the 

vertical atmospheric velocity when pressure is vertical coordinate. 

The equation of continuity in pressure coordinates is 

w p (4.61) 

This equation may be integrated with respect to pressure. Assuming 

w112 = 0 (p112 = 200 hPa), the discretized form leads to 

wk+l/2 = (4.62) 

for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. To estimate w at integer levels, a second order 

interpolation scheme with respect to pressure is employed. Knowing w 

at three values of p: wA = w(pA), w8 = w(p8) and wc= w(pc), the value 

of w at any value of p may be estimated by 

where 

a = 
(pA-pC)(wA-wB) - (pA-pB)(wA-wC) 

(pA-pB)(pA-pC)(pB-pC) 

and 

(4.63) 
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Using this fonnulae, wk is estimated fork= 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Now 

define fork= 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

= {for wk< 0 
cSk 

for wk~ 0 

(4.64) 

Stratifonn precipitation is present provided that ok= 

In that case, the production of liquid water is 
1 and¾> 0. 

dq 
( sat) 

dt k (4.65) 

By utilizing the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and the first law of 

thennodynamics, an expression for dqsat/dt is deduced, 

dq 
( sat) 

dt k 
RTk 2 2 

= pk . wk. qsat(Tk,pk) . (£L-cpTk)/(cpRTk+£L qsat(Tk,pk)) 

(4.66) 

Having initiated stratifonn precipitation in the layer k with pressure 

thickness Pk+l/2 - pk_112, the thicness of the total precipitating 

layer is detennined by the moist stability aloft. The moist adiabat 

starting 

base of 

P1.+l/2 

in the layer kis computed from (4.47) with (Tc)k = Tk. The 

the stratifonn cloud is pbas = pk+l/2 and the top is Ptop = 
where layer no.'- is the lowest layer where (T) < T. Once 

C '- '- 
kand kt = 1.+l. The lowest pennitted value of kt is op op 

then Pbas = Pk+l/2, and the stratifonn cloud 

again k. = -oas 
1/2. If ktop = k. "tias 
covers only one model layer. 

The contribution to the precipitation flux density is now estimated to 

(llPstrat)k (4.67) 

and the released latent heat is 

(•strat) = L ~as 
8lat k Il ( ) L. k Pbas-ptop 1.=k 

top 

(4.68) 
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In summarizing the effects of condensation and precipitation, the 

total flux density of precipitated water through a level kis given by 

p = 
k (4.69) 

where (Pfog)k = 0 fork= 1, 2, 3, 4 and given by Eq. (4.44) 

k = 5. Similarly for the released latent heat 

for 

(4.70) 

• fog where (alat)k = 0 fork= 1, 2, 3, 4 and given by Eq. (4.45) fork= 5. 

4.3.4 Terrestrial radiation 

A major part of the energy received from the sun, is electromagnetic 

radiation with wavelengths within a range that is not absorbed in the 

atmosphere (99% of the radiation is within 0.2 µm-4 µm). The cor 

responding energy emitted to the universe by radiation from the earth, 

has wavelengths within a range that may be effectively absorbed and 

re-emitted in the atmosphere. The mean black-body temperature of the 

earth is about 250 K, and 99% of the radiation is emitted within the 

range 5 µm-lOOµm. The most important gas in the atmosphere having 

corresponding possible transitions between vibrational states in the 

molecules, is water vapor. The second important gas is CO. Ozone also 
2 

contributes within a narrow spectral band, however, the major contri- 

bution is in the stratosphere. On the other hand ozone and other gases 

which interact with terrestrial radiation, are created in the lower 

atmosphere by human activities. The effects of those are not taken 

into account here. Another very important, radiatively active consti 

tuent present in the atmosphere, is liquid water in clouds. Clouds of 

thickness about 100 mor more can be treated as black-body radiators. 

The present method to compute radiative heating in the atmosphere, 

utilizes emissivity functions that include absorption functions inte 

grated over all wavelengths (see e.g. Bodin, 1979). The heating of the 

atmosphere due to radiation as measured by å, is 
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. 
0rad = g-IDP/II (4.71) 

where~ is the net energy flux density through horizontal surfaces due 

to radiation. The main problem is to determine~ as a function of p. 

The contribution to ~ at pressure p of radiation emitted in a layer 

op' beyond the pressure value p' (see Figure 4.4) is 

o~(p) = oT(p' )4 • [E(p,p'+op') - E(p,p' )] 

= oT(p' )4 • oE(~Pf) op' 

(4.72) 

Lu 
Q: 
:) 
V) 
V) 

~ a.. 
p't-----+----~ 

p'+ 6p'1----+----+---'~ 

0 E{p,p') E{p,p1+6p1) 

EMISSIVITY 
Figure 4.4: Contribution to radiation flux density at pressure level p 

from the layer between p' and p' +op'. 

Here o = 5.6697 10-8 Wm-2K-4 is the Stefan-Bolzman constant and 

E(p,p') is the emissivity of the layer p-p', which may be written 

E(p,p') 
-p' ( '') dA 

= f f 1t B v, p . dpy' op, , s» 
0 p oT(p'' )4 

(4.73) 

Where v is frequency, Bis the Planck function for black-body radia 

tion and A is the fractional absorption at frequency v. The emis v 
sivity of black bodies, such a clouds and the ground, is unity (1). 
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By integrating (4.72) the total ID(p) is determined. Since 8p' is 

negative for p'<p and positive for p">p, the contribution from below, 

~l, is separated from the contribution from aloft ID!. Thus, 

m(p) = ml(p) - ml(p); 

ID l (p) 
p aE(,e,p' )

0 
, 4 = oJS T(p' )4 ap' P + (1-E(p,ps)]oTG (4.74) 

p 

ml<P> 
0 aE(p,p') of T(p' )4 8p - = 
p ap 

The extra term added to ID l is the contribution from the ground 

surface which is considered black. 

In the present model clouds, water vapor and CO are taken into 
2 

account when estimating E. In practice, clouds are taken into account 

separately. To discretize (4.74), the vertical separation sketched in 

Figure 4.1 is extended upwards top= 0, so that p0 = 100 hPa and 

p_112 = 0. Also at the lowermost levels, the vertical separation dif 

fers from Figure 4.1. Thus p5 962.5 hPa and p1112 = 1000 hPa. The 

vertical structure specially designed for the radiation calculations 

are sketched in Figure 4.4. The fractional cloud cover is 

0 . m = 0 , 

Rh -Rh 
a = (max{ m c,m O} >2 . m= 1, 2, 3, 4 (4.75) m 1-Rh ' , 

c,m 

Rh -Rh 
(max{ m~=~ c,m+l/2,0})2 . m =5 , 

c,m+l/2 

However, no boundary layer clouds are permitted when it is unstable, 

a5 = 0 when Ri1112 i 0.05 (4.76) 

The effective radiation temperature at p = 0 is set to T_112 = 140K in 

order to take into consideration radiation due to active gases very 

high up in the atmosphere. At p = 100 hPa, the temperature is esti 

mated by a linear interpolation of the black-body flux density, 
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(4.77) 

m p(hPa) 

-112 - - -0- - -T, r 
100 o _ ........... T,a,q,Ar 

112 - _WQ - -T, r,~ 
300 · 1 T,a,q,Ar,8 d 
400 ra 

1112 - - - - - - -·- 
500 2 -,, _ 
700 3 -,,--- 

3112- _7J2 - - _,,_ 
4 850 -,,--- 

4112- _9~5- - - _,,_ 5 9 _7.5 _" _ 
5112 - i 0-00 - - _,,_ 

Figure 4.5: Special information surfaces only used when calculating 
terrestrial radiation. 

The specific humidity at 100 hPa is zero, <Io= 0. At 962.5 hPa, the 

needed variables are estimated by 

(4.78) 

where rr5 is the Exner function directly calculated from p5• 

The discretized fonnulaes for ~T and ~l are, when fractional cloud 

cover is taken into account; form= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: 
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ml 
m+l/2 

l 
mm+l/2 

m 
= r: 
1.=0 

(4.79a) 

1.-l 
II 

i=m+l 
(1-a. ). 

J.. 
(4.79b) 

The net flux density is form= 0, ... , 5: 

m =ml -ml 
m+l/2 m+l/2 m+l/2. (4.80) 

In the interior of a black-body (e.g. a cloud), the net flux density 

will always vanish and there is no radiative heating. Due to discreti 

zation approximations, this will not be the result from Eqs. 

(4.79)-(4.80) for cloudy layers unless there are clouds at the layer 

above and clouds/ground surface at the layer underneath. Therefore the 

net flux density (4.80) cannot be applied directly. Define form= 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5 the coefficient 

(4.81) 

where by convention a6 = 1 since the ground surface is black. This 

coefficient contains the part of a possible black body at level m 

which does not have a black body radiating towards it at both 

neighbour levels. The radiative heating is now form= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: 

m -m 
( • ) = ( l-b ) . g_ m+l/2 m-1/2 8rad m m II p P m m+l/2- m-1/2 

(4.82) 

The value form= 5 is taken to estimate the heating at 1000 hPa. 

The emissivity function E takes into account water vapor (v) and CO 
2 

(c), that is 
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E(p,p') = E (p,p') + E (p,p') 
V C 

(4.83) 

An estimates of E has been given by Jacobs et al. (1974) as a func v 
tion of the optical depth r between p and p': 

(4.84) 

The optical depth is 

r(p,p') = I½ r (p' - /pr)l/2 . q(p' - )6p' -1, 
where p = 1000 hPa. r 

(4.85) 

The functions given by Jacobs et al. (1974) has been somewhat altered 

in order to have a continous function, 

0.024 log r + 0.120 . log r < -4 , 
10 10 

0.104 log r + 0.440 ; log r e [-4, -3> 
10 10 

0.121 log r + 0.491 . log r e[-3, -3/2> , 
e: (r) 10 10 (4.86) = 0.146 + 0.527 log r e [-3/2, -1> V log r . , 

10 10 

0.161 log r + 0.542 . log r e [-1, 0> , 
10 10 

0.136 log r + 0.542 . loglO r > 0 , 
10 - 

where ris given i CGS-units (i.e. g/cm2, rCGS = 0.1 r81). Similarly, 

the emissivity for CO is given by Kondratyev (1969) as a function of 
2 

the optical depth c of CO: 
2 

(4.87) 

where 

c(p,p' > = o.415 • lp-p' I, (4.88) 

pis measured in units of hPa (= mb), and 

e: (c) = 0.185 • [1-exp(-0.392. c0•4)]. 
C 

(4.89) 
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Eq. 

ppm. 

(4.88) assumes a vertically uniform concentration of CO of 320 
2 

In the actual calculations performed, the optical thicknesses ~rand 

~care computed form= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 

(4.90) 

and 

(4.91) 

The optical depths counted from p = 0 are than given by 

A 
rm+l/2 = 

m 
[ 

1..=0 
A 

and cm+l/2 
m 

= [ ~c 
1..=0 

(4.92) 

The optical thickness between arbitrary levels are then 

( 4. 93) 

which by (4.86) and (4.89) gives Ev(pk,pm) and Ec(pk,pm), and finally 

the total emissivity E(pk,pm) =Ev+ Ec 

4.4 CHOICE OF ISENTROPIC SURFACES 

As described in sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the relevant meteorological 

fields are calculated every twelve hours at levels as given in Figure 

4.1. To calculate these fields at any intermediate time-level, a 

linear interpolation in time is performed: 

(4.94) 

where L signifies the synoptic time-level non within the simulation n 
period, his any of the meteorological variables defined in Figure 4.1 

and tis a time-level such that Ln ~ t < Ln+l· 
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The value of the geopotential height of an atmospheric level with 

potential temperature e may now be determined. Firstly, the heights of 

the integer pressure surfaces are calculated: 

z5 = (ze)9/2 · (e5-es) 

and fork= 1, 2, 3, 4: 

zk = (ze)k+l/2 (ek-8k+l). 

(4.95) 

If e is smaller than the surface value es, the geopotential height is 

indefinite since there is no level in the atmoshere in the actual grid 

point having the potential temperature e. Suppose that e > a + £ s 
where£ = lK, i.e. a defines an ordinary point see eq. (3.1); or that 

e defines the ground surface: e = a • s 

The geopotential height of the level with potential temperature a is 

then 

zl + (za)l/2(e-al) . a~ 01 , 

z(e) = zk+l + (ze)k+l/2(8-8k+l) 
. 

ak+l ~ e < ek , 

Z5 + ( ze >9;2< a-a5) . a + £ < a < 84 , s 

(4.96) 

For the variables u, vand å, here signified by h; 

h(a) = 

h1 ; a > 01 
[(a-ak+l)~ + (ak-e)~+l]/(ak-8k+l); 8k+l < 8 ~ 8k 

• a , s 
ore 

< a ~ 05 
= a ( 4. 97) s 

As mentioned in section (3.6), u and v have to be estimate also in 
ekstraordinary points (e < as+£) in order to be able to calculate the 
horizontal transport, 

(4.98) 
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The precipitation is 
- - .. -- ~--;_.· 

P(e) = 

0 

[(e-ek+l)Pk + (ek-e)Pk+l]/(ek-8k+l) ; 8k+l < 8 ~ 8k 

P5 ; es+£ < e ~ e5 ore= es, 
(4.99) 

and finally the stability 

z (e) = e 

(ze)l/2 ; 8 > 81/2 

[(e-ek+l/2)(ze)k-l/2 + (ek-1/2-e)(ze)k+l/2]/(ek-1/2-8k+l/2) 

; 
8k+l/2 < 8 

~ 
8k-1/2 

·e+"'<e<e ' s ~ - 9/2 

(4.100) 

Isentropic surfaces in the atmosphere are always in motion. A surface 

that is defined by a certain value of potential temperature, may exist 

high in the atmosphere over an area during one period, but be noexis 

tent during another. There are in particular large seasonal varia 

tions. In an isentropic coordinate-surface model, it is therefore 

important to choose surfaces that describe the atmosphere with optimal 

resolution during the period of simulations. It is not adviceable to 

keep the same isentropic surfaces for a longer period of time than a 

month. If one wishes to simulate a longer time period (e.g. a whole 

year), it is separated into suitable subperiods not longer than a 

month. The results of the simulations for one subperiode are carried 

over to the next by interpolation. 

The maximum possible number of ordinary isentropic surfaces are L (see 

Figure 3.2), in addition to the ground surface. L should always be 

greater or equal to 3. In the present version of the model L = 10 but 

this is easy to change. In order to define the optimum isentropic 

surfaces, the computed potential temperatur at the ground surface, 

e (x,y) is used as basic information. Lete (~ ) ande . (~ ) be the s max n min n 
maximum and minimum value of e (~ ) for the synoptic timelevel ~ . s n n 
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Now define 

N 
8A = max {emax(~n)}n=l 

and (4.101) 

where Nis the number of synoptic time-levels during the period. The 

isentropic surfaces are now defined so that there are at least two 

ordinary coordinate surfaces at any time and place, and that there 

always exists an area with the number of L ordinary surfaces. With eA 

and 08 measured in kelvin (K), this is accomplished as follows. The 

lowermost surface is 

(4.102) 

where Int{x} is the largest integer number< x and 6 = 2.5 K. For 
1 

L = 3, ... , L-1, the surfaces are 

(4.103) 

where 

(4.104) 

and 6 = 1. 5 K. Further, 
2 

(4.105) 

and finally the uppermost surface is 

(4.106) 

Having defined the isentropic surfaces and methods to calculate the 

meteorological fields at these, the simulation of sulphur dispersion 

can be made from any initial state of concentration distribution. As 

output from the model, daily accumulated wet and d:ry deposition is 

given in addition to concentration fields at levels of constant 
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geopotential height. Knowing the concentrations c at surfaces e, ~ ~ ~ 
= 1, ... , ~'-{~here Mis the lowermost ordinary level) and the concen- 

tration at the top of the surface layer c, the concentration may be s 
estimated at a level z. At approximately the level of ground level 

air sampling (z = 

with the dry 

lm), the concentration 

deposition speed at 

is calculated consistently 

lm, vdG' and the state of 
turbulence in the surface layer, 

c(z=lm) = cs (4.107) 

Here, the top of the surface layer is taken to be at 40 m, 

c(z=40 m) = cs (4.108) 

If one wishes to compute the concentration at a level between 1 m and 

40 m then the aerodynamic bulk, drag coefficient ~ must be esti 

matet ( e. g by use of the Louis ( 1983 )-functions) . Further, 

the wind speed lv(z)I = lvsl . (~/~(z)) is calculated, and 

finally, c(z) = cs (l+vdG/CH(z)lv(z)l)/(l+vdG/CH lvsl>· This is, 
however, not computed in the present version o~ the model. At a 

level z above the surface layer, the concentration is 

c( z) = and ~ = 1, ... , M 

; z ~ z1 

where z. = z1 + 1000 m, ~+l = 0 m and ~+l =cs. In the present 
version of the model, the concentrations are calculated at z = 5000 m, 

4000 m, 3000 m, 2000 m, 1000 m, 40 m and 1 m. 

5 PROGRAMME STRUCTURE 

The total model consists of four programme packages which are run in 

sequence. This is shown in Figure 5.1. The present file names on NILUs 

ND-560 ex is given. The two first programmes (I and II) are suited to 

fit the data as filed on the tapes from NCAR. These therefore must 

be changed when data from other sources are used. Even though the 

comment-statements should give a reasonable description, the different 

parts of the programmes III and IV are summarized below. 
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BP-MET-PRESS:FORT 
Hemispheric analyses 

of z, 1:E3, ~, Rh 
is converted to cartesian 
analyses of z, u, v, Rh 

LOGG-MET 
PRESS:DATA I 

BP-TOT-PRDATA 
:BDAT 

BP-CORR-PRDATA:FORT 

Cartesian analyses of 
z, u, V, Rh 

is checked, and erronous 
data are replaced. 

Missing analyses are 
estimated by interpolation. 

LINE 
PRINTER II 

BP-TOT-PRDATA 
:BDAT 

SMID:BDAT 

SURF-PROP:DATA 

BP-MET-THETA:FORT 

Cartesian analyses of 
z, u, V, Rh 

in pressure coordinates are 
used to estimate Cartesian 

fields of ze, e, u, v, å, P 
and es, CH, zm. 

e
1
, ••• , eL are recomended. 

LOGG-MET-THETA 
:DATA 

III 

BP-TOT-THDATA:BDAT 
BP-RECOM-THETA:DATA 

SURF-PROP:DATA 
EMIS-S02BP:DATA 

BP-MODOO:FORT 

Computes concentrations of 
SO and SO ass in air, 

and tiry and tet deposition. 
FNLOGG IV 

FNOUTP 

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the modelling procedure from meteorological 
analyses and processing through computed concentration. 
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III: BP-MET-THETA:FORT 

METTH: Main programm e; reads input, writes output, computes recommen 

ded values of e
1
, ••• , eL. 

Calls routines: SURFPR, TEMP, THANA. 

SURFPR: Subroutine; reads surface properties and stores in an array. 

TEMP: Subroutine; computes temperature T, assures that the mean 

value of z at each level is kept constant i time. 

THANA: Subroutine; computes z
0
, 

z, u, V, T, Rh. 12; 
e, u, v, å, P, es, CH and zM from 

IV: BP-MODOO:FORT 

ARCTIC: 

OUTPUT: 

HEADING: 

Main programme; defines constants, controles stepping of 

synoptic time-intervals. Calls routines: HEADING, EMIS, 

SURF, METASS, EXTRA, RUN, OUTPUT. 

Subroutine; interpolates concentration fields to levels of 

constant geopotential height, z, and writes on file. The 

total wet and dry deposition of S since last call to OUTPUT 

or since the start of integration are written to file. 

Consentration at a-surfaces and deposition in six chosen 

gridpoints are written to the logg. Deposition arrays are 

reset to zero. 

Subroutine; writes a heading to the logg. 

EMIS: Subroutine; reads emissions and stores in an array. 

SURF: Subroutine; reads surface properties and stores in an 

array. 
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METASS: 

RUN: Subroutine; controles the integration in between synoptic 

hours. Calculate the date and time for the present concen 

tration-fields. Calls routines: WIND, SMOLAR, PHYS, EXTRA, 

SECT. 

SECT: 

WIND: 

EXTRA: 

PHYS: 

SMOLAR: 

Subroutine; reads input of meteorological fields: z, e, u, 
e 

v, å, P, es, CH and zM, and arranges so that the value of 

any of the functions may be computed in between synoptic 

hours by linear interpolation. 

Subroutine; estimates fictious subterrain values of the 

consentrations. 

Subroutine; computes the wind in isentropic surfaces from 

analyses in isobaric. Fictious, subterrain values are 

estimated to the value on top of the surface layer. 

Subroutine; computes for each gridpoint the level no. l=M 

of the lowermost isentropic surface that is ordinary. 

Subroutine; calculates the contributions to the concen 

tration changes from emissions, vertical transport relative 

to the isentropic surfaces, vertical diffusion, dry deposi 

tion, and precipitation scavenging. 

Subroutine; calculates the contributions to the concen 

tration changes from horizontal transport in isentropic 

surfaces. 
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